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When people are seeking out animal products or ask a vegan question, sometimes it's tricky to answer. Vegans get put on the spot a lot! Everyone has a di�erent way of
answering these questions, so I'm creating a database of answers for people to choose from to make it much easier to respond back quickly and easily. Here's my list:

 

Vegans kill animals:

There are ways that veganism can avoid killing/harming/exploiting animals and that is through vertical aeroponic indoor farming that does not use bees.

 

Vegans kill plants:

There are various ways of eating from plants that doesn't kill the plant itself, such as leaves, roots that aren't the tap root, some bark, etc.

 

Vegans harm plants:

various companies are working on various ways to decrease or avoid harm to plants and that is through fermentation of microbes for proteins and 3D printing
plant cells
There are various parts of plants that either fall o� trees (like fruit, nuts, pollen, sap, etc.) or are so loosely attached that they can be brushed/blown o� and
neither of these options hurt the plant itself - it just might get in the way of the survival of the species as a whole, but certain parts of plants - like fruit, do the
opposite.

 

Someone's searching for a pet for sale:

Bring up plush animals and robo-pets
there's ways to adopt one
cleaning up outdoor spaces and rewilding can help out wildlife that can serve a pet-like function without having one

 

Veganism's not natural:

farming is not natural. The only practices le� that're natural are foraging, as in picking fruit and leaves from plants or catching animals with one's bare hands. It's
pretty rare to catch animals, so sustaining oneself naturally's much more likely going to be from plants

 

Vegans are aggressive and destructive:
That's not true veganism, as humans are animals too. So being cruel to humans wouldn't be vegan.
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prad
07-May-2021

here is the kel arveg faq which has a lot of comeback answers:    
http://towardsfreedom.com/ycc/arveg/arvegFAQ.html    



  1 Like |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
10-May-2021

wow - extensive - thanks    



Andro Stefan Heim
07-May-2021

Meat eater kill much more plants than Vegans; because farm animals eate a multiple amount of (3 - 10 times more) plants than the
amount of meat that is produced out of them.    



  1 Like |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
10-May-2021

nice one!    
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